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Who We Are
CPS Limited is one of Tanzania’s specialized supplier of technical construction
solutions. We are not traders, we are construction solution providers to both civil
and building construction projects. We distribute our products in partnership with
reputable manufacturers and suppliers who can guarantee their product quality
with complete technical back up service.

What We Do
Light steel trusses | Construction Chemicals | Geotextiles | Roofs | Water | Construction
| Raised floor | Fire rated doors | Gabions
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Our Vision
CPS store in every potential
neighborhood in Africa
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Our Mission
CPS wants to be a pioneer in introducing wholesale and retail principles to the Africa
building stores market. The clean, friendly and uncluttered look and feel of our
stores will offer our customers a shopping experience not traditionally associated
with the industry. Our new stores aim to introduce ‘wholesale and retail theatre’
where lighting, color and ambiance enhance the shopping experience, signage is
clean and bold, and product displays are enticing. Approved contractors are offered
significant credit facilities, flexible pricing on significant purchase, cost estimation,
product advise and on site delivery

We aim to be the chain of building centers located in the neighborhoods, which
supplies tradesmen’s and contractors across
a broad spectrum of the building
industry, with a main focus being on those contractors doing civil projects and big
buildings. Also contractors doing individual homes to mass and residential housing,
alterations-additions-renovations of any magnitude, hospitals and clinics, schools
and maintenance for Industry and Government in Africa
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Our Objectives
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•

To grow profitably

•
•
•

To pursue excellence
To develop our good people
To honor God in everything we do
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Our Journey
CPS was established in 2011 when Lafarge Gypsum Tanzania, a leading supplier of interior construction solutions in Tanzania, had a
need for a reliable installer of its ceiling and partition systems based in Tanzania. However, when Lafarge Gypsum decided to close
its operations in Tanzania, CPS took over the operations of Lafarge Gypsum Tanzania and become not only the installer but also
the supplier of interior building solutions manufactured by Lafarge. CPS has since evolved into a specialist in Ceiling and Partition
Systems and has expanded to become a distributor of a comprehensive range of construction solutions ranging from:

Alex Matovu and Gloria Matovu
Founders
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Light Steel trusses
CPS is pioneer in introducing Light Weight Steel Roof Truss Systems in Tanzania. We have our own state of art light steel truss
manufacturing facilities. This gives us competitive edge over competition.
Benefits of Light Weight Steel Truss Systems
•

High strength galvanised steel as construction medium

•

Dimensionally accurate system

•

Minimum skilled workforce required

•

Energy efficient systems that can exceed conventional systems R value by 5 times

•

Durability – steel inside the building envelope has a predicted lifespan exceeding 600 years

•

Allows flexibility in design and building stages – easy for additions & alterations

•

Variety of finishes available on walls and roofs

•

More economically viable option for steep slopes landscape needing stilts

•

Short production & delivery times

•

SANS 517 and SABS 0160 compliant

•

Cost saving factor through the following:
ȈȈ Reduced time for construction allowing earlier occupation
ȈȈ Reduced quantity of roof trusses
ȈȈ Minimum tools required
ȈȈ Logistics – complete roofs or houses can be dispatched at a time therefore lower transport costs
ȈȈ Predictable costing
ȈȈ Services installed during frame construction, not restricting other trades from working concurrently
ȈȈ Dimensionally accurate system
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Light Steel trusses
Lightweight steel trusses structure products: C – Sections C-section is the profile of the steel
which is manufactured from various gauge of steel designed for purpose.
• The thickness varying from 0.8mmm – 1.2mm.
• The coating is Zinc or Zincalum [Zinc + Aluminium]
• Grading either ISQ 300 or ISQ 550 depending on application requirement
• All materials comply with SANS 517 and relevant codes

The C-section steel is used for the manufacturing of roof trusses, wall panels and drywall systems. All members are delivered to site
pre-punched, pre-cut to size and labelled, eliminating high wastage, errors in installation and incorrect application. The advantage is
that the structural integrity of the product remains and accuracy of dimensions remain. The C-section profile allows for the individual
sides to be boxed together giving us a structure of superior strength.
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Light Steel trusses
Steel Purlins, Battens, Brandering Steel Purlins, Battens, Brandering are also manufacture & designed to suit application.
• Thickness between 0.58mm and 0.8mm
• Coating Zinc or Zincalum
• Grades ISQ 300 or ISQ 550
• Top hat heights – 30mm/40mm/50mm – dependant on application
• Pre-cut, pre-punched and labelled at manufacturing stage

Ceiling joist and batten frame

Batten Frame (0.8mm)

Joint frame (1.0mm)

Vertical frame (1.0mm)

(0.5mm)

Steel Brandering or Steel Ceiling Battens
• Thickness between 0.58mm and 0.8mm
• Coating Zinc or Zincalum
• Grades ISQ 300 or ISQ 550
• Top hat heights – 20mm
• Pre-cut, pre-punched and labelled at manufacturing stage
• Cut to specific lengths to eliminate wastage
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Construction Chemicals
Additives, bonding agents, concrete repair, tile adhesives, protective coatings, marble sealants, epoxy systems, water proof coating,
weather proof coating etc.
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Geotextiles
Geotextiles are permeable fabrics that act as a separation layer, and when used in
association with soil, have the ability to separate, filter, reinforce, protect, or drain.
These fabrics are typically made from polypropylene or polyester. Geotextile fabrics
come in three basic forms: woven (looks like mail bag sacking), needle punched (looks
like felt), or heat bonded (looks like ironed felt). Geotextiles have many applications and
currently support many civil engineering applications including roads, airfields, railway
tracks, embankments, retaining structures, reservoirs, canals, dams, bank protection
and coastal engineering. Under paving stones it will prevent any sagging, as the fabric
secures the soil strength.
At home you can use it under gravel / kokoto drive ways, around pools and retaining
walls and even house foundations. Geotextiles allow planting on steep slopes, further
securing the slope.
Usually geotextiles are placed at the tension surface to strengthen the soil. Geotextiles
are also used for sand dune armouring to protect upland coastal property from storm
surge, wave action and flooding.
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Roofs
Light steel trusses, roofing tiles, roofing sheets, roof insulation, gutters, gypsum boards, fiber cement boards, steel brandering

Light steel roofing truss

Stone Coated roofing tile
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Gutter System

Smart cement board 1.2 x 0.6 x 0.4 mm
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Water
Swimming pools, equipment, pool chemicals, bath & sanware, water tanks, water filters, pumps, irrigation, piping, fittings, pool covers,
pressure piping systems, and hot water cylinders
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Construction & Water proofing
Sealants, adhesive, coatings, plasters, geosynthetics, water proofing, epoxy systems, admixtures, concrete additives, tools and
hardware.

Water proofing solutions

Tile adhesive and decorative plaster
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Fire rated door
CPS is an official distributor of Pyropanel Fire Doorsets in Tanzania. Pyropanal Fire Doors South Africa’s first SABS marked doors
offer you uncompromising quality. Pyropanel has done extensive testing and development to British, European, New Zealand and
Australian standards and Ifuba Products our supplier are now the first South African Company to successfully hold a permit to
apply the SABS Mark to our locally manufactured doors. Our Doorsets are available in Class A/B/D Doors providing 30/60 minute
fire resistance. Pyropanel fire doorsets are available in a wide variety of finishes and configurations. Due to the fact that we also
manufacture standard timber doors all veneers can be matched to ensure consistency of veneers on all doors used in a building.

THE ADVANTAGES OF Pyropanel FIRE DOORS
• Total peace of mind in the knowledge that Pyropanel doorsets will perform when put to
the test in a fire.
• Pyropanel fire doorsets are far lighter than conventional fire doors and this ensures they
are easier to transport and to install on site.
• The lightweight construction of Pyropanel fire doors also ensures that the doors cause
less wear and tear on hinges and door furniture thus significantly extending the life of
the fire doorset. This is even more significant when doors are used in high traffic areas.
• Provisions for door furniture are made during construction of the doorset thus ensuring
there are no fixing pullouts and no unsightly back to back fixings are required.
• Pyropanel fire doorsets use advanced double core technology, which will consistently
outperform any fire door constructed with a single core design.
• Pyropanel fire doorsets can be trimmed at the bottom by up to 5mm to accommodate
floor variances.
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Raised Floor
CPS is an official distributor of Lafarge Access flooring is an extremely important technology that needs to be used within all buildings.
It will help to make sure that the skeleton of the building remains out of view and safe. It is basically a floor that is created above the
original concrete ground, and subsequently provides the space that is needed to secure cables, pipes and data equipment. Lafarge
access flooring is one of the best solutions on the market currently. It can meet all of the exacting technical specifications. Like a
normal access floor, it will be created by using pedestals, stringers and floor panels. The difference being that the plasterboard that is
being used is lightweight and extremely cost affective. This plasterboard can be made in a variety of lengths, widths and thicknesses,
providing you with the perfect solution regardless of the specifications of your project. These are access floors that are expertly
surfaced with gypsum.
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Raised Floor
Gypsum is a mineral that is made up primarily of calcium sulphate that has been hydrated. It is used mostly to make things such as
fertiliser and plaster of Paris. It can also be used in construction, as it makes excellent plaster. It also makes very good gypsum board
too, which can be used in the covering of floors. This is where it is used in the creation of floor tiles and boards, as it holds together
very well and, when made into board, is a very hardy type of surface. Lafarge access floors are surfaced largely from gypsum. Lafarge
itself own several high quality gypsum mines and the gypsum is processed into board from there and made into the stuff that can
surface access flooring. Apart from the surface, Lafarge also has a variety of great access flooring options when it comes to the
stringers and pedestal options that they can offer you. There is no such thing as just one type of access floor system - you can now
pick the one that will suit your environment best. Lafarge access floor systems types:
•
•

•

The free standing system This is a system where there are no stringers required to anchor the pedestals together. The boards
simply locate onto a steel pedestal and stay there due to clever pressure location.
The screw down access floor system In this system, the panels screw down onto the pedestal heads. This access floor system is
great for office environments, but not for server rooms, as the boards will be very hard to lift should server maintenance need to
be conducted.
The bolt-on stringer access system This is a system where the stringers are bolted on, meaning that you have got maximum hold,
without the hassle of having your board screwed onto your pedestals. The pedestals are all securely held in place by the stringers
and the boards are free to move.
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Ceiling Solutions
CPS is an official distributor of Amstrong suspended ceilings systems which include mineral fiber tiles 600 x 600 and ceiling grids.
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Partition Solutions
Macklock drywall partitions
CPS is an official distributor of Maclock Drywall Partitions in Tanzania. Maclock drywall partitions and separating walls are quick to
erect with very high levels of fire and acoustic performance. A variety of different specification options achieve acoustic insulation
standards up to 65dB and fire resistance up to 180 minutes.
Advantages of Maclok Drywall Partitions:
• Can be used in any Office, Industrial, Commercial
and Residential building.
• The lightweight construction means they quick and
easy to install.
• They are economical and low in cost
•

•

Superior fire resistance and sound ratings have
made the system a firm leader in drywalling
solution.
Prefabricated door and window modules further
increase the speed of erection and reduce time
spent on site translating into savings on labour and
enables more installations to be done in a quicker
turnaround time.
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Operable / Movable Partition Solutions
Hufcor Operable Partitions
CPS is an official distributor of Hufcor operable partition. Hufcor is a world leader in operable partitioning technology with over 90
years experience and in excess of 4000 installations world-wide. Hufcor Operable Partitions are installed throughout the world in
the finest hotels, meeting rooms, ballrooms, schools, religious buildings, convention centres and corporate facilities. Also known as
movable walls, Airwalls®, Acoustic Operable Walls, Sliding Folding Doors, Stack Away Doors, Movable Walls and Room Dividers,
Hufcor Operable Acoustic Walls set the standard for quality, durability, acoustic separation, and ease of movement.
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Hufcors movable walls are the creative way to add flexibility and
functionality to your space.
When in place, the panels are similar in appearance to a permanent
wall. A selection of face coverings are available to match or co-ordinate
with the room décor.
Accessories such as pass doors, pocket doors, chalk and tack boards
provide.
Hufcor Operable partitions consist of a series of interlocking flat panels
designed in custom widths and heights and suspended from overhead
tracks.
Hufcor offers an extensive range of Operable Partitions. Each series
was developed for varying space division, acoustical, design, and
budget needs.
Hufcor products, operable partitions are custom manufactured to job
site dimensions.
Models are designed to provide varying levels of sound control.
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Meet Our Partners
We are suppliers, distributors and installers of internationally renowned companies such as: EUROBUILD, TEXOFIB, SOUDAL, Lafarge
Gypsum South Africa, Lafarge Boral-Asia, SCG Trading Co. Ltd, Hadley Group UK, lfuba Products SA and Armstrong Germany.
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Construction Solution
Gabions
Gabions are cages which are engineered from double twisted hexagonal woven steel wire mesh. Delivered flat-packed, gabions are
assembled and then filled with stones at the project site. There are numerous uses for these modular units and are typically used to
form flexible, permeable and monolithic structures such as retaining walls, channel linings, hydraulic control structures and erosion
protection. They are increasingly being used in architectural applications as well. Gabion baskets are made from high quality steel
wire, which is heavily galvanized to provide long term corrosion protection. An additional protective polymeric coating is also applied
for gabions that are to be used in more aggressive environments, or where a longer design life is required.
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Other solution and application
PRODUCT

APPLICATION IN INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

TFI WOVEN GEOTEXTILE

•
•
•
•

Separation, Filtration & Reinforcement
Sub grade stabilization-paved & unpaved roads, airport pavements
Area Stabilization
Ground improvement

TFI NON WOVEN GEOTEXTILE

•

Separation, Filtration & Drainage

TFI REINFORCED NONWOVEN
COMPOSITE

•
•
•
•

Separation, Filtration & Reinforcement,
Sub grade stabilization-paved & unpaved roads, airport pavements,
Area Stabilization,
Ground improvement

•
•
•
•
•

Reinforced soil retaining (RE) walls, granular base & sub base course of highway & airport
pavements,
Reinforced soil steep slopes,
Basal reinforcement & embankments,
Veneer reinforcement,
Rail track-bed stabilization

•
•

Runway,
Asphalt overlay reinforcement

TFI TECHGRID GEOGRID
(UNI-AXIAL & BI-AXIAL)

TFI TECHGLASS (FIBRE GLASS
GEOGRID) & GLASS FIBRE
COMPOSITE
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TFI METAL GABION (zinc & pvc
coated) + GEOBAGS (containers)
+ TECH GEOTEXTILE TUBES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Riverbank protection-revetment, toe-walls, aprons, groynes, spurs, etc, Channel lining,
Seashore protection,
Anti-erosion structure (weirs, drop structure & check-dams),
Scour protection of bridge foundations, pipe lines, hydraulic structures, etc.
Low water bridges, fords, causeways Reclamation bunds,
Temporary bunds for access & construction platforms, etc

TFI ROCKFALL NETTING (Mesh
6x8, 8x10 & 10x12 Cm)

•

Rockfall Netting Application

TFI PVD/BAND DRAINS(PRE-FABRICATED VERTICAL
DRAINS)

•
•
•
•

Soil consolidation application in marshy land
Embankment of soft ground,
Land reclamation,
Development of marginal lands
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Projects undertaken

Installation of Light Steel roofing system for multi
purpose hall Nalopa School Arusha 2017

Application of Epoxy flooring at Ilula
tomato factory Iringa.

Installation of light steel roofing system for
residential building in Tegeta Dar es Salaam.

Note
More Projects undertaken by CPS can be
viewed on our website www.cps.co.tz
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Letters of reference
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genuine construction solutions

CPS

genuine construction solutions

Ceiling and Partitions System Limited

P. O. Box 36208 Dar es Salaam Tanzania
Bunju Depot, Plot No. 97, Block 6
(Near Moga School, 500m from the Junction of Old Bagamoyo Rd)
Bunju, Kinondoni, Dar es Salaam
+255 756 444 214
info@cps.co.tz
www.cps.co.tz

